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What Is Inline-XBRL?
Most IMA® members have heard of

solutions struggle when preparers need
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can consume natively. Figure 1 illustrates
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Fewer may have heard of Inline-XBRL
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In traditional XBRL, all information
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XBRL taxonomies can include internal
checks and business rules such as Calcu-

One of the advantages of iXBRL over
traditional XBRL comes from maintaining
the document-centric approach that

Figure 1
A. <snippet of XBRL code>
<abc:Revenue id=”1”decimals=”0”
contextRef=”y2012”
unitRef=”EUR”>1000</abc:Revenue>
<abc:CostOfSales id=”2” decimals=”0”
contextRef=”y2012”
unitRef=”EUR”>800</abc:CostOfSales>

B. <XBRL rendered>

Revenue
Cost of Sales
Gross Profit (Loss)

C. <iXBRL>
01/01/2012–
31/12/2012
€1,000
€-800
€200

Income Statement
For the 12 months ending 31 Dec 2012

Revenue
Cost of Sales
Gross Profit

2012
€
1,000
(800)
200

2011
€
1,000
(800)
200

<abc:GrossProfitLoss id=”3” decimals=”0”
contextRef=”y2012”
unitRef=”EUR”>200</abc:GrossProfit>
XBRL instances only contain structured data
that must be rendered for human readers to
consume.

The layout and presentation of rendered
XBRL data is controlled by the tool used
by the end user of the data rather than
by the author of the data.

Presented as the author of the iXBRL document
intended. In the example above, only 2012 values
are tagged.
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